Interior Signs

WE OFFER:

- Name Badges
- Engraved Plastic Nameplates
- Wooden Nameplates
- Common 2/90 Nameplate
- Coasters
- Plaques
- Vinyl Lettering
- ADA Restroom, 6”x9”

Interior signs define space. Their objective is to move people to, through, and out of a facility and to do so effortlessly. Interior signs work in harmony with their environment by helping us find who or what we need and leave a lasting impression while doing so.
UCI produced signage is available in aluminum, wood, or recycled plastic. Sign surfaces and decals are available in a variety of materials:

- Vehicle Magnets or Decals
- Refrigerator Magnets
- Reflective Vinyl
- Non-Reflective Vinyl
- Static Cling Vinyl
- Clear Adhesive Vinyl (for window decals)
- View Through Vinyl (Transit Authority approved for side and back windows of vans)
UCI’s Highway Grade signs exceed the standards for the sign industry. Unless otherwise requested, all UCI signs meet Utah Department of Transportation (UDOT), Manual on Uniform Traffic Control Devices (MUTCD), and Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) specifications.

In addition to producing standard highway signs, UCI manufactures a wide range of custom signs.
Standoffs

Standoffs are tamper resistant, easy to install, and are great for horizontal and vertical applications.

LED Standoffs use an LED light source that is integrated between the body of the standoff and its screw-on flat cap. The standoff then diffuses its light through the acrylic or plexiglass to which it has been fastened. White, red, green, or blue illumination will bring your mounted graphics, posters, and promotional messages to life like never before.
Utah Correctional Industries

Vision
Building a better community through career development.

Mission
Utah Correctional Industries is dedicated to public safety through innovative career building, community partnerships and quality production to develop successful people.